New Mexico State University

Geomatics Engineering
Introducing **Geomatics**

Defining boundaries and measuring land have been an important part of human endeavor since the beginning of recorded history.

NMSU College of Engineering’s geomatics four-year bachelor’s degree will feature studies of new technologies and flexible ways to complete degree.

### Featured Opportunities

- **Online classes**
- **2+2 degree completion (2 years community college, 2 years NMSU)**
- **120 credit hours**
- **Meets requirements for NM Professional Land Surveyor Licensure**
- **Good salary ($69k - median salary*)**
- **High demand industry**
  - Private surveying
  - Construction and engineering firms
  - Government highway departments
  - Land commissions

To learn more visit [et.nmsu.edu](http://et.nmsu.edu)
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